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SUMMARY

A study was conducted by Ames Research Center on the human centrifuge at the U. S. Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa., to determine the effects of sustained high acceleration on pilot control capabilities. The results showed that the predominant effect of acceleration stress was an increased attenuation of the pilot's dynamic response and an associated large increase in his errors at the higher frequency components in the task command input function.

This impairment of the pilot's control capability suggests that it may not be desirable to impose precise attitude-stabilization tasks on human pilots when high-frequency control during periods of high sustained accelerations is required of him. Results of the present study indicate that for control frequencies above about $1/6$ cps and at acceleration levels above about $6 \ g$, an appreciable deterioration in pilot attitude-control performance is expected.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a systems approach to the design of advanced manned systems has been given considerable attention. In this approach, the pilot, vehicle, control-surface actuators, and other elements are regarded as a closed-loop feedback control system. This procedure has been used successfully for years in the design of automatic control systems; its extension to manned-system design is clearly desirable. Before this concept can be implemented for piloted vehicle systems, however, it is necessary to acquire a basic understanding of one element, the pilot, since his control capabilities and limitations constitute information which is essential for this type of analysis.

Considerable progress has been made recently in documenting pilot-response characteristics over a wide range of simulated control tasks (refs. 1 to 4). However, little is known about how a pilot's control capabilities and response characteristics vary with changes in environmental stress. Since one of the primary environmental stresses imposed on the pilot of advanced aircraft and space vehicles is a wide range of linear accelerations, a brief
exploratory study was directed, in part, toward determining pilot performance and response characteristics at high levels of acceleration.

As part of a general NASA program, experimental studies were conducted by the Ames Research Center on the Aviation Medical Acceleration Laboratory centrifuge, Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa., to measure effects of sustained high levels of acceleration on the performance and physiology of pilots. Some of the results of these studies are reported in references 5 to 10. The primary purpose of the present report is to provide some basic additional information on the effects of high-acceleration levels on pilot control-task performance and on pilot-response characteristics. These data were obtained by conventional power spectral analysis techniques, using a digital program to extract the basic correlation functions and spectra required to determine pilot performance and dynamic response.

The convention established in reference 5 has been retained to describe the direction of the applied acceleration force. The terms eyeballs in (EBI), eyeballs out (EBO), and eyeballs down (EBD) correspond, respectively, to the accelerations $A_x$, $-A_x$, and $A_N$ referred to a conventional airplane body-axis coordinate system.

**NOTATION**

- $A_N$: acceleration factor, ratio of acceleration force to weight, positive when directed from seat to head
- $A_x$: acceleration factor, ratio of acceleration force to weight, positive when directed from back to chest
- $A_R$: amplitude ratio
- $F_s$: pilot control force, lb
- $g$: acceleration of gravity, $1 g = 32.2$ ft/sec$^2$
- $H$: closed-loop pilot describing function, in./deg
- $i$: task input, deg
- $K_C$: vehicle gain
- $K_P$: pilot d-c gain, in./deg
- $n^2$: mean-square uncorrelated pilot control output, in.$^2$
- $n_c$: total pilot remnant (assumed injected at pilot output), in.
- $n_{c}^*$: pilot remnant due to nonlinear control response or "noise" injection, in.
\( R_{ii}(\tau) \) autocorrelation of input function, deg\(^2\)
\( R_{\epsilon\epsilon}(\tau) \) autocorrelation of task error, deg\(^2\)
\( R_{\delta\delta}(\tau) \) autocorrelation of pilot control output, in.\(^2\)
\( R_{\theta\theta}(\tau) \) autocorrelation of vehicle output, deg\(^2\)
\( s \) Laplace transform variable
\( T_L \) pilot lead time constant, sec
\( T_I \) pilot lag time constant, sec
\( T_g \) numerator constant in pitch transfer function, sec
\( t \) time, sec
\( Y_C \) vehicle pitch transfer function, deg/in.
\( Y_P \) pilot describing function, in./deg
\( Y_{CL} \) closed-loop, pilot-vehicle system function, deg/deg
\( \delta \) pilot controller deflection, in.
\( \bar{\delta}^2 \) mean-square pilot control output, in.\(^2\)
\( \epsilon \) tracking error, deg
\( \bar{\epsilon}^2 \) mean-square tracking error, deg\(^2\)
\( \zeta \) vehicle short-period damping ratio in pitch
\( \theta \) vehicle pitch angle, deg
\( \rho \) linear correlation
\( \rho_a^2 \) average linear coherence, 1 - \( \frac{\bar{n}^2}{\bar{\delta}^2} \)
\( \bar{\xi}^2 \) mean-square task input, deg\(^2\)
\( \tau \) autocorrelation function argument, sec
\( \tau_P \) pilot visual reaction time lag, sec
\( \phi_{ii} \) task input power spectrum
\( \phi_{\epsilon\epsilon} \) tracking error power spectrum
\( \phi_{\delta\delta} \) pilot control output power spectrum
\[ \Phi_{\theta \theta} \] vehicle pitch angle power spectrum
\[ \Phi_{nn} \] closed-loop remnant power spectrum
\[ \Phi_{nn_c} \] open-loop remnant power spectrum
\[ \Phi_{1e} \] cross-power spectrum of task input and tracking error
\[ \Phi_{15} \] cross-power spectrum of task input and pilot-control deflection
\[ \Phi_{1\theta} \] cross-power spectrum of task input and vehicle pitch angle
\[ \phi \] phase angle, deg
\[ \omega \] angular frequency, radians/sec
\[ \omega_c \] pilot-vehicle system crossover frequency, radians/sec
\[ \omega_n \] vehicle longitudinal short-period frequency, radians/sec

Subscripts

\[ I \] imaginary part of cross spectrum
\[ R \] real part of cross spectrum
\[ r \] attributed to pilot remnant

TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

Apparatus

The human centrifuge at the Aviation Medical Acceleration Laboratory, Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa., was used in this research program. A detailed description of this device is provided in references 11 and 12.

Since a pilot's tolerance and ability to perform a manual control function during sustained high-acceleration levels depend largely on the effectiveness of his restraint system, considerable effort was made to develop a system suitable for use in NASA's acceleration research program. The result was an interchangeable mobile pilot-restraint system described in detail in reference 13. A unique feature of this system is that it restrains the pilot during sustained high accelerations in the EBO as well as EBI directions.

The pilot controls used in this study were a finger-operated, two-axis side-arm controller, and toe pedals. Photographs and force-deflection
characteristics of the pilot controls are presented in figures 1 and 2, respectively. Pilot comments in reference 5 indicated a general preference for this controller among those evaluated during the reference study.

Task

The pilot's performance was measured during pitch-attitude tracking with the cathode-ray tube display in figure 3. The pilot's task was to track a target that moved in an apparently random fashion through the angles i. The target forcing function i was generated by the sum of four sinusoids with the amplitude-frequency characteristics shown in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sine wave component</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude, mean square, deg²</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency, radians/sec</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One cm on the oscilloscope was made equivalent to four degrees of target motion. Though no target motion was programmed in azimuth \( \psi \), azimuth tracking errors could develop as a result of inadvertent lateral control inputs causing heading perturbations relative to the original zero heading reference. The test pilots were instructed to minimize both the pitch tracking error \( \epsilon \), as well as the inadvertent heading error \( \psi \), generated during the performance test runs (see fig. 3).

The simulated vehicle for this study was representative of a high-performance or entry-type aircraft. The aircraft equations of motion used described a system with five degrees of freedom, with the vehicle forward velocity assumed constant. The pertinent stability and control derivatives used are listed in table I. The longitudinal short-period frequency and damping ratio associated with the longitudinal derivatives in table I were 3.35 radians per second and 0.53, respectively. These values were shown in reference 5 to result in satisfactory longitudinal handling characteristics for entry vehicles even at moderate sustained accelerations of the order of 7 \( g \).

Figure 4 is a block diagram of the pilot's primary pitch-attitude control task. It should be noted that the pilot's display (fig. 3) provided the pilot with target motion \( i \) and vehicle motion \( \theta \), in addition to the tracking error \( \epsilon \); however, pilots' comments indicated the error signal was the primary visual cue used in the performance of the task.

Tests

The tests for which results are presented herein were conducted with four experienced test pilots - two from Ames Research Center, one from the Air
Force, and one from Manned Spacecraft Center. Prior to data runs at the higher accelerations, the pilots were conditioned to the effects of sustained accelerations and were familiarized with the piloting task and the centrifuge. Generally, the pilots were not exposed to accelerations greater than 6 g during the period of familiarization. The pilots were then briefed in detail before they were exposed to the high-acceleration runs. They were instructed to perform the control task continuously from the beginning of the run, through the complete acceleration-profile time history, to the termination of the run. The high-acceleration portion of the run could be terminated by the pilot or by either the doctor or engineer who were continuously monitoring the physiological and performance records. The test runs could be terminated as a result of either of the following factors: marked reduction in control-task performance; marked increase in physical discomfort or physiological symptoms, such as loss of vision, disorientation or vertigo, sudden onset of chest pain, etc.

ANALYSIS

A typical time history of acceleration and associated control-task performance is presented in figure 5. The normalized task-performance error given was averaged over 20-second time intervals.\(^1\) It will be noted that during the acceleration ramps up to maximum acceleration and down again, large increases in the normalized error occurred. It is believed these error excursions resulted primarily from the disorienting effects of the large roll and pitch centrifuge gimbal motions required to orient the g vector in the proper direction (EBI in the present example). To avoid the transient effects of the up-acceleration ramp on pilot performance and response, the 15- or 20-second interval following the ramp was not analyzed. In the present example, as shown in figure 5, 100 seconds of data were analyzed, starting at 100 seconds from the beginning of the test run. Table II summarizes the acceleration levels and directions and the analysis times for the data.

In order to analyze the results using conventional, relatively simple, power-spectral techniques, it was necessary to assume that the actual primary control task illustrated in figure 4 could be simplified to the compensatory system shown in figure 6. This was believed justified since the pilots indicated their primary visual stimulus was the task error \(e\).

A detailed description of power-spectral techniques, as applied to the problem of extracting human-operator tracking performance and dynamic response for compensatory systems, such as that illustrated in figure 6, is provided in reference 1. Therefore, this approach is only briefly outlined here.

\(^1\)Since the static portions of the test runs were 60 seconds long, it was convenient to use nonoptimum time intervals of 20 seconds. The optimum interval is about 22.6 seconds, or \(2\pi\) divided by the lowest forcing-function frequency. A small part of the observed normalized error variations with time is probably due to the use of a nonoptimum time interval.
The signals $i(t)$, $\varepsilon(t)$, $\delta(t)$, and $\theta(t)$ (fig. 6) were all recorded on magnetic tape during the test runs; subsequently, they were converted to digital form (0.1-second intervals) and analyzed on an IBM 7090 computer. A Tukey Spectrum Estimation Program obtained from the IBM SHARE library (Nancy Clark, Convair, San Diego, 5 December, 1958) was used to obtain the autocorrelations, cross correlations, spectrum, co-spectrum, and quadrature spectrum of two simultaneous time series. In the present study three time-series pairs were analyzed: input and error, input and pilot control output, and input and vehicle output. In addition, the coherence $\rho^2$ at each frequency between the time series pair is provided, and the phase angle between the time series pair at each frequency is given.

A representative set of the spectral and cross-spectral results obtained is presented in figure 7. These data, together with the correlation functions at zero argument (mean squares) of the task input, task error, and pilot control output, are the basic information required to determine the pilot's performance and dynamic-response characteristics.

The spectrum estimates at each of the four input frequencies (fig. 7) were used to estimate both the vehicle and pilot transfer functions at these frequencies. For example, as demonstrated in reference 1:

$$Y_v = \frac{\Phi_{i\delta}}{\Phi_{i\varepsilon}}$$

and

$$Y_p = \frac{\Phi_{i\varepsilon}}{\Phi_{i\varepsilon}}$$

Since the input spectrum and the vehicle transfer function are known, a simple check of the accuracy of the spectral estimates was provided by the comparisons shown in figure 8. The vehicle transfer-function amplitude and phase computed from the spectral estimates (eq. (1)) agree very well with the actual vehicle characteristics (see figs. 8(b) and 8(c)); the comparison between the computed and actual input spectra in figure 8(a) is, however, only fair. It is possible that the actual input spectra varied during the test program because of inadvertent gain changes on the input. It should be pointed out that despite the apparent scatter in estimated input spectra, the relative amplitudes (for any one set of data), normalized with respect to the lowest frequency amplitude, corresponded closely with those for the actual spectra.

In addition to the above information, it was possible to determine the closed-loop pilot response, the open- and closed-loop system transfer functions, and the mean-square task input and task error by means of the following relationships:

$$H = \frac{Y_p}{1 + Y_pY_v} = \frac{\Phi_{i\varepsilon}}{\Phi_{i\varepsilon}}$$

(3)
\[ Y_p Y_c = \frac{\Phi_{i0}}{\Phi_{i\epsilon}} \]  
\[ Y_{CL} = \frac{Y_p Y_c}{1 + Y_p Y_c} = \frac{\Phi_{i0}}{\Phi_{i1}} \]  
\[ \overline{\epsilon^2} = R_{\epsilon\epsilon}(0) \]  
\[ \overline{\sigma^2} = R_{\sigma\sigma}(0) \]

A particularly valuable piece of information provided by the analysis was the coherence \( \rho^2 \) between the time-series pair involving the forcing function input and the pilot's control output. It is apparent from the block diagram assumed in figure 6, that the pilot's output is comprised of two parts - a part due to a linear operation \( Y_p \) on the error, and that portion not linearly coherent with the input. The latter portion \( n_c(t) \) is the open-loop pilot remnant. It can be shown (see ref. 1) that the pilot's control output, in spectral form, is given by,

\[ \Phi_{\delta\delta} = \left| \frac{Y_p}{1 + Y_p Y_c} \right|^2 \Phi_{i1} + \left| \frac{1}{1 + Y_p Y_c} \right|^2 \Phi_{nn_c} \]  

or

\[ \Phi_{\delta\delta} = |H|^2 \Phi_{i1} + \Phi_{nn} \]  

since

\[ \Phi_{nn} = \Phi_{\delta\delta} - |H|^2 \Phi_{i1} \]

\[ = \Phi_{\delta\delta} - \frac{|\Phi_{i\delta}|^2}{\Phi_{i1}} \Phi_{i1} \]

\[ = \Phi_{\delta\delta} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{|\Phi_{i\delta}|^2}{\Phi_{i1} \Phi_{\delta\delta}} \right) \right]. \]

then

\[ \Phi_{nn} = \Phi_{\delta\delta}(1 - \rho^2) \]  

where

\[ \rho^2 = \frac{|\Phi_{i\delta}|^2}{\Phi_{i1} \Phi_{\delta\delta}} \]

Equation (10) has meaning, then, only when \( \Phi_{i1} \neq 0 \), that is, at the forcing-function frequencies.
In addition to the discrete values of $p^2$ defined only for the forcing-function frequencies, average values of linear coherence $\bar{\rho_a^2}$, which include pilot remnant outside the forcing-function frequency range, as well as the discrete-frequency values, can also be defined. It can be shown that,

$$\bar{\rho_a^2} = 1 - \frac{\bar{n}^2}{\bar{e}^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where

$$\bar{n}^2 = \bar{e}^2 - 2 \sum_{i} |H_i|^2 \phi_{ii}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

That portion of the pilot remnant outside the forcing-function frequency range is given by

$$\bar{n_x}^2 = \bar{n}^2 - 2 \sum_{i} \phi_{ii}(1 - p^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

It is apparent from equation (10) that if $p^2$ approaches 1, the remnant approaches zero, and the estimated linear operator $H$ (or $Y_p$) alone provides an adequate representation of the pilot's control response at the forcing-function frequencies. If $p^2$ is appreciably less than about 0.90 the remnant is a relatively large part of the total control output and the quasi-linear operators $Y_p$ and $H$ alone become less meaningful indicators of the pilot's total control behavior.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following main sections, the effects of high sustained linear accelerations on control-task performances, pilot dynamic response and pilot-vehicle system response measures will be shown. The primary results are presented in figures 9 through 26 and in table III. In the presentation of these results, curves are faired through the data to reflect trends suggested by the available data.

Control-Task Performance

Over-all task performance.- The over-all control-task performance was determined from time histories of tracking runs such as those shown in figure 9. These time histories illustrate the large adverse effects of sustained acceleration stress on pilot performance. The results for 7 g (EBD) (fig. 9(b)) show a large increase in task error $e$ and a significant increase in pilot control output $\bar{e}$, relative to results for the 1 g static portion of the run (fig. 9(a)). The error data in figure 9, as well as those for the other test runs were reduced, as described in the Analysis section to the over-all performance measure $e^2/\sigma^2$, the mean-square tracking error, normalized with respect to the mean-square forcing function. Results were averaged over time...
intervals ranging from 48 to 100 seconds (see table II). For the type of 
input forcing function used, analysis errors, due to variations in run lengths 
analyzed, were considered negligible. The resulting curves in figure 10 show 
the effects of acceleration vector magnitude on this performance measure for 
the four test pilot subjects. In general, control-task performance remains 
unchanged up to about 6 g. Above 6 g, task performance deteriorates at a 
varying rate, depending on the pilot subject and on the acceleration direc-
tion. For transverse EBO and EBI accelerations the performance of pilots A 
and B decreases uniformly at about the same rate; for pilot D (EBI accelera-
tions), the performance reduction is more severe, and for pilot C (EBD accel-
erations), task performance decreases almost to zero at 7 g. The inter-pilot 
and intra-pilot task performance variability at 1 g shown in figure 10 is not 
considered unusual or excessive. The reverse trend in performance for pilot B 
shown by the limited data in figure 10(b) is of interest, though it is not 
considered typical.

The results of associated physiological measures on test pilots at high 
sustained accelerations (refs. 6 to 10) suggest that the deterioration in 
their performance may have been due to physiological stress. During high EBI 
accelerations, the pilots were unable to respireate properly. Results in re-
ference 9 indicate that tidal volume is reduced to little more than pulmonary 
dead space; consequently, alveolar ventilation is seriously diminished, and 
the pilots may suffer from "acceleration hypoxia," not unlike normal environ-
mental hypoxia. During EBO accelerations, results in references 9 and 10 show 
that while the pilot suffered no respiratory effects, they did experience 
tearing and blurred vision. At high EBD accelerations, the problem is mainly 
in the cardiovascular system, which attempts to maintain blood-flow rates at 
normal unstressed levels by means of an increase in heart rate. For accelera-
tions above 6 g, this regulatory mechanism is unable to compensate; blood flow 
to the brain is diminished, and pilot C reported symptoms of partial blackout.

The average measure of control-task performance for transverse accelera-
tions is compared in figure 11 with results from a previous study (ref. 5). 
The reference results are presented for two levels of pitch damping: well 
damped ($\xi = 0.34$) and lightly damped ($\xi = 0.02$). In an evaluation of entry-
vehicle handling qualities (fig. 4 of ref. 5) the well-damped vehicle of the 
reference study, as well as the vehicle of the present investigation, was con-
sidered satisfactory, and the lightly damped vehicle was rated unacceptable at 
moderate transverse accelerations of about 7 g. It is apparent in figure 11 
that the results of the present study (in particular, the performance trend 
with acceleration) agree well with the results for the well-damped vehicle of 
the reference study. This result is not unexpected, since the control tasks 
(i.e., vehicle dynamics and task input) were essentially the same in the two 
investigations. The results in figure 11 also indicate that as the difficulty 
of the control task is increased (e.g., by reducing vehicle damping), the 
onset of a marked deterioration in performance occurs at lower accelerations.

\[ \text{mean-square input, that is, } \frac{\epsilon^2}{\sigma^2} = 1.0. \]
Component-task performance.- In order to illustrate how the decrement in over-all task performance due to acceleration stress was distributed over the range of forcing-function frequencies, the error spectra $\Phi_{ee}$, normalized with respect to the input spectra $\Phi_{ii}$, are plotted in figure 12 for the four task input frequencies. Results are presented for the 1 g EBD static runs and for the maximum acceleration levels experienced by each of the four test pilot subjects. These results are very illuminating since they indicate, in general, that a major part of the deterioration in over-all task performance resulted from the pilot's inability to track the higher frequency, lower amplitude components of the task input. For the lowest frequency sine wave (period of about 22 sec), results for three of the four pilots (pilots A, B, C) show very little effect of acceleration stress on component task error. It is apparent even for pilot C, who reported he was partially blacked-out during the 7 g EBD acceleration portion of the run, that he was still able to track the lowest frequency component of the input with practically no decrease in performance (fig. 12(c)).

Though the results in figure 12 show a moderate increase in normalized component-task error with frequency even for the unstressed condition, it is not clear why the adverse effects of acceleration stress on component-task performance are confined primarily to the higher frequencies. This may be due to the direct effects of physiological stress, that is, the pilots may not be able to discern the higher frequency, lower amplitude input commands. (This is a probable explanation for the observed results in fig. 12(c).) Other possible contributing factors are reduced manual dexterity, and reduced pilot motivation due to stress-induced physical discomfort.

Pilot Dynamic Response

In order to provide some basic information on the effect of acceleration stress on the pilot controller element of the system considered in this study, selected Bode plots of pilot dynamic response were prepared and are presented in figures 13 to 16. Pilot amplitude ratio and phase lag at 1 g and at the maximum g experienced by each of the four test pilots are shown as a function of task input frequency. Also provided are linear correlations $\rho^2$ which are a measure of how well the estimated transfer function, that is, amplitude and phase characteristics, represents the pilot at the forcing-function frequencies.

In figure 17(a) the average linear coherence $\overline{\rho_a^2}$ (eq. (11)) is plotted as a function of acceleration. Also provided in figure 17(b) is the pilot control output signal-to-noise ratio where

$$\frac{S}{N} = \frac{\overline{\rho_a^2}}{1 - \overline{\rho_a^2}}$$

These data, together with the linear describing function data and discrete-frequency values of $\rho^2$ (figs. 13 to 16), provide a complete description of the effects of sustained acceleration stress on pilot dynamic response. The
pilot dynamic-response results in figures 13 to 17 indicate that the primary effects of high sustained acceleration were: (a) a general reduction in pilot amplitude ratio (with a significant reduction in open-loop crossover frequency, \( \omega_c \)), (b) increased pilot phase lag, and (c) significant reductions in \( \rho^2 \) and \( \rho_a^2 \). These effects were particularly evident for pilots B, C, and D (figs. 14 to 16); in general, the pilot amplitude-ratio and phase characteristics suggest increased filtering or attenuation of the pilots' response to the higher frequency components of the forcing function. This is illustrated more clearly by the results shown in the table below where the transfer-function approximations associated with the results in figures 13 to 16 are given. (It should be noted that these approximations represent the simplest transfer-function form that could be used to give a reasonable fit to the limited data. With this assumed form, a best fit of the data provided in figs. 13 to 16 was obtained by appropriate adjustment of the pilot equalization (lag-lead) gain and reaction-time terms.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pilot</th>
<th>Acceleration environment</th>
<th>Fitted transfer function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1 g, static</td>
<td>( Y_p = 0.18 e^{-0.4s}(1 + s)/(1 + 5s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 g, EBO</td>
<td>( Y_p = 0.10 e^{-0.5s}(1 + s)/(1 + 3s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1 g, static</td>
<td>( Y_p = 0.04 e^{-0.1s}(1 + 0.2s)/(1 + 1.4s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 g, EBI</td>
<td>( Y_p = 0.04 e^{-0.3s}(1 + 0.6s)/(1 + 3s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1 g, static</td>
<td>( Y_p = 0.05 e^{-0.2s}(1 + 0.5s)/(1 + 1.7s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 g, EBD</td>
<td>( Y_p = 0.13 e^{-0.3s}(1 + s)/(1 + 10s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1 g, static</td>
<td>( Y_p = 0.065 e^{-0.2s}(1 + 0.5s)/(1 + 1.7s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 g, EBI</td>
<td>( Y_p = 0.16 e^{-0.3s}(1 + s)/(1 + 10s) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident from these results that acceleration stress mainly increased lag \( T_L \) in the pilots' response. This impairment in pilot response is reflected by both the appreciable decrease in total task performance and by the large deterioration in component-task performance shown in figures 10 and 12 for these three pilots. These results may also explain the decreased acceptance by the pilots of the higher frequency, lightly damped vehicle motions observed in connection with the handling qualities evaluation shown in figure 4 of reference 5.

The results for pilot A (fig. 13) indicate that the sustained 10 g EBO acceleration had relatively little effect on his dynamic-response characteristics. A small, uniform reduction in amplitude ratio is indicated, and very little change is apparent in either pilot phase lag or the linear correlation squared. As was noted previously (figs. 10(a) and 12(a)), very little effect
of acceleration on control-task performance was observed for this pilot. (It should not be inferred from these limited results that EBO accelerations are more advantageous from a task-performance standpoint than EBI accelerations. Results in references 14 and 15 show about the same deterioration in tracking performance for similar levels of EBI or EBO accelerations stress.)

Although most of the increase in task error with acceleration was generally attributable to changes in the pilots' describing function $Y_p$, a small part of the increase was due to an increase in pilot remnant. The portion of the component-task error spectra $\phi_{ee}$ contributed by this factor is:

$$(\phi_{ee})_R = |Y_c|^2 \phi_{nn}$$

where $Y_c$ is the vehicle transfer function and $\phi_{nn}$ is the closed-loop remnant spectra. Since significant decreases in the linear coherence $\rho^2$ occurred only at the higher frequencies (figs. 14(c) and 15(c)), the increase in over-all task error was relatively small because the major portion of the total error was contributed by the component-task errors at the two lowest input frequencies. (See table III.) Though of minor consequence in terms of over-all control-task performance, the observed decrease in linear correlation is believed to be indicative of an important change in pilot-control behavior related to the imposed acceleration stress. These changes, together with the observed changes in the linear portion of the pilots' control-response behavior, may be due to the effects of physiological stress described in the preceding section. Another possibility is that the pilots' ability to establish an appropriate standard of task performance under the stress of high sustained accelerations may be impaired. Results in a NASA sponsored study (ref. 15) suggest this latter effect may be an important factor. The study showed that under moderate EBI or EBO acceleration stress of 6 g, the pilots reported, subjectively, they were performing the assigned control task better than at the reference static (1 g) condition; actual control-task measures, however, indicated that their performance had degraded appreciably. It was also shown that if the pilots were provided quantitative information on how well they had been performing (by means of an additional element in the pilots' display), their performance virtually ceased to deteriorate with acceleration.

Since it was observed that the coherence $\rho^2$ and the remnant $\phi_{nn}$ are important factors describing pilot control response, a brief discussion of possible sources of the remnant is desirable. In reference 1 four major sources of the remnant term are postulated, that is, (a) pilot responses to inputs other than the system forcing function, (b) nonlinear pilot response to the system forcing function, (c) injection of "noise" by the pilot, which is unexplained by either linear or nonlinear correlation with the input commands, and (d) nonsteady, or time-varying, pilot response. Of these, it is felt that only source (a) could be ruled out because the only other inputs the pilots were likely to respond to were acceleration perturbations which were only a small part (±0.5 g) of the total acceleration stress imposed on the pilots. Furthermore, since the remnant increased appreciably only at the higher frequencies where the vehicle gain was relatively low, it is doubtful that the small acceleration perturbations due to control response at these frequencies would be an important source of information to the pilots. The nature of the
available remnant measures \( \rho^2 \) and \( \bar{\rho}_a^2 \) is such that, for the special forcing function used in the present study (four nonharmonically related sinusoids), decreases in \( \rho^2 \) would suggest source (d), time-varying pilot response, as an important remnant factor; whereas, significant decreases in \( \bar{\rho}_a^2 \) would indicate that remnant sources (b), (c) and (d) were all possible contributing factors. Since the results in figures 13 to 16 show significant decreases in \( \rho^2 \) (corresponding to 30 to 50 percent of the total pilot remnant), it is very likely that time-varying pilot response at high sustained accelerations was an important remnant source. The remaining remnant of about 50 to 70 percent of the total (determined from eq. (13)) is attributable to sources (b) and (c). Both of these sources, nonlinear pilot response and "noisy" control behavior by the pilots, are believed equally important remnant sources; however, this assumption cannot be established conclusively from the results of the present study.

Pilot-Vehicle System Response

In order to illustrate more clearly the effects of changes in the pilots' response measures on changes in open- and closed-loop system response measures, the results in figures 18 to 25 are provided. The open- and closed-loop system amplitude and phase for the reference static and high-acceleration portions of the selected test runs are plotted for the four test pilots.

Several interesting observations can be made with regard to the open-loop response characteristics shown in figures 18 to 21. Of particular interest is the fact that the open-loop transfer functions can be approximately represented over the range of forcing-function frequencies simply by a gain and an integral lag; that is

\[
Y_p Y_c \approx \frac{K}{s}
\]

This suggests that the pilots' control strategy was to adopt an equalization such that, over the range of input frequencies, the effects of the dominant time constants in the vehicle transfer function \( Y_v \) were suppressed. Since

\[
Y_c = \frac{13.4(1 + 2.3s)}{s[(s^2/11.25) + (3.55s/11.25) + 1]}
\]

then

\[
Y_p \approx \frac{K_p e^{-\tau_p s}(1 + T_Ls)}{(1 + T_I s)}
\]

where \( T_I \approx 2.3 \) seconds and sufficient lead, \( T_L \) was inserted to counteract the phase lag introduced by his own reaction time delay \( \tau_p \), as well as that due to the second-order denominator term in the vehicle transfer function. Results for the pilots' open-loop response \( Y_p \) from the table in the preceding section show that the pilots did adapt roughly as suggested. For the
unstressed (1 g static runs), values of $T_{II}$ ranged from 1.4 to 5 seconds with an average value of 2.4 seconds, and values of $T_{II}$ varied from 0.2 to 1.0 second with an average of 0.5 second. For the high-g portions of these runs, $T_{II}$ varied from 3 to 10 seconds (average of 6.5 sec), and $T_L$ ranged from 0.6 to 1.0 second (average value, 0.9 sec).

Another observation that may be made from the open-loop results in figures 18 to 21 is that the open-loop crossover frequency $\omega_c$ invariably decreased with increase in acceleration stress. This is clearly demonstrated in figure 26 where the open-loop crossover frequency is plotted as a function of acceleration for each of the four test pilots. The open-loop crossover is a particularly informative piece of information since its inverse is roughly the dominant time constant of the closed-loop pilot-vehicle system and, as demonstrated in reference 16, $\omega_c$ is intimately related to the system mean-square error. Since the results indicated the pilots adapted their response so that the open-loop response appeared to be represented by a gain $(K = K_cK_p)$ and an integral lag, the closed-loop system response is given approximately by

$$Y_{CL} = \frac{\theta}{1} \approx \frac{1}{(1/K_pK_c)s + 1}$$

where $K_pK_c$ is the open-loop crossover. A check of the actual closed-loop system-response characteristics (figs. 22 to 25) shows the above approximation for the closed-loop response is fairly good, particularly for the unstressed, 1 g results.

Implications of Results

In the preceding sections, it was observed that the dominant effects of high sustained acceleration stress on pilot response were increased filtering, or attenuating, at the higher frequencies, and increased short-time variability, as demonstrated by the decrease in linear coherence $\rho^2$. The former effect resulted in a significant decrease in the pilot-vehicle system crossover frequency and, consequently, in closed-loop system performance. This reduction in the pilots' ability to cope with the higher frequency components of the command input suggests that pilots should not be expected to control moderate-frequency commands, or lightly damped, moderate-frequency, vehicle motions at high sustained accelerations. More specifically, it might be expected from the present results that the pilots' ability to control lightly damped reentry vehicle motions will be impaired at acceleration levels above about 6 g for frequencies much greater than 1 or 2 radians per second. Also, the pilots should not be expected to cope with or control precisely, rigid-body or structural-mode attitude motions of launch vehicles for which boost accelerations and vehicle motions greater than about 6 g and 2 radians per second, respectively, are expected.
CONCLUSIONS

A centrifuge study was conducted to assess the effects of a sustained high acceleration on pilot control-task performance and dynamic-response characteristics for an attitude-stabilization task. Some general observations based on the results of this study are as follows:

1. Comparison of control-task performance measures for the 1 g reference condition and for sustained high acceleration indicated:

   a. Over-all task performance diminished rapidly at accelerations above 6 g.

   b. Control-task performance decrement for the lowest frequency component of the input function was fairly small but performance generally decreased to near zero levels for the higher frequency components.

2. The primary effects of high sustained accelerations on pilot dynamic-response measures were:

   a. Increased filtering or attenuation of pilot control response to the higher frequency input commands.

   b. Increased variability in pilot control response (or decreased coherence between control response and input commands), particularly for the higher frequency components of the input function.

3. Open-loop pilot-vehicle system response measures indicated:

   a. The pilots' control strategy was to adapt their response such that the open-loop system response was approximately a gain and an integral lag over the range of input command frequencies. This was particularly evident for the unstressed 1 g reference results.

   b. As a direct consequence of increased filtering in the pilots' response, the open-loop system crossover frequency decreased appreciably at high-acceleration environments. The associated increase in the dominant time constants of the closed-loop pilot-vehicle system was primarily responsible for the observed decrease in over-all and component-task performance.

Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, Calif., April 7, 1964
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### TABLE I. - AERODYNAMIC STABILITY DERIVATIVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivative</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_p$</td>
<td>$-3.0$</td>
<td>(1/\text{sec})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\theta}$</td>
<td>$-6.13$</td>
<td>(1/\text{sec}^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_r$</td>
<td>$-2.13$</td>
<td>(1/\text{sec})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_\theta$</td>
<td>$9.86$</td>
<td>(1/\text{sec}^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_d$</td>
<td>$-3.11$</td>
<td>(1/\text{sec})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_\alpha$</td>
<td>$-9.86$</td>
<td>(1/\text{sec}^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\delta_e}(\delta_e)_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>$-6.0$</td>
<td>(1/\text{sec}^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\delta_r}(\delta_r)_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>$-2.0$</td>
<td>(1/\text{sec}^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\delta_e}(\delta_e)_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>$1.2$</td>
<td>(1/\text{sec}^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\delta_e}(\delta_a)_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>$-1.11$</td>
<td>(1/\text{sec})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\alpha}$</td>
<td>$-.44$</td>
<td>(1/\text{sec})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II. - ACCELERATION MAGNITUDES AND DIRECTIONS FOR DATA RUNS ANALYZED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acceleration* level, (g)</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Pilot</th>
<th>Pilot base</th>
<th>Analysis time, sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Eyeballs out</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Ames</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Eyeballs in</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Ames</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Eyeballs in</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Ames</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Eyeballs in</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Ames</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Eyeballs down</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Eyeballs in</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Manned Spacecraft Center</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Eyeballs in</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Manned Spacecraft Center</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1-minute static runs (1 g eyeballs down) were also analyzed to provide baseline measures for each of these high g runs.
### TABLE III. - BASIC SPECTRA AND TRANSFER-FUNCTION DATA

| A, | ω | φ₁₁ | φ₂₂ | φ₁₂ | φ₂₃ | φ₃₄ | φ₄₅ | φ₁₃ | φ₁₄ | φ₂₄ | φ₃₅ | φ₄₆ | φ₅₆ | φ₆₇ | φ₇₈ | φ₈₉ | φ₉₁₀ | φ₁₁₀ | N | Yₐ | Y₈ | Y₉ | Y₁₀ | Y₁₁₀ | N | YCL | ρᵣ | ρₐ |
| 1 | 0.20 | 0.28 | 0.36 | 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.60 | 0.68 | 0.76 | 0.84 | 0.92 | 1.00 | 0.22 | 0.30 | 0.38 | 0.46 | 0.54 | 0.62 | 0.70 | 0.78 | 0.86 | 0.94 | 1.02 | 0.10 | 0.20 | 0.30 | 0.40 | 0.50 | 0.60 | 0.70 | 0.80 | 0.90 | 1.00 |
| 1 | 0.20 | 0.28 | 0.36 | 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.60 | 0.68 | 0.76 | 0.84 | 0.92 | 1.00 | 0.22 | 0.30 | 0.38 | 0.46 | 0.54 | 0.62 | 0.70 | 0.78 | 0.86 | 0.94 | 1.02 | 0.10 | 0.20 | 0.30 | 0.40 | 0.50 | 0.60 | 0.70 | 0.80 | 0.90 | 1.00 |
| 2 | 0.20 | 0.28 | 0.36 | 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.60 | 0.68 | 0.76 | 0.84 | 0.92 | 1.00 | 0.22 | 0.30 | 0.38 | 0.46 | 0.54 | 0.62 | 0.70 | 0.78 | 0.86 | 0.94 | 1.02 | 0.10 | 0.20 | 0.30 | 0.40 | 0.50 | 0.60 | 0.70 | 0.80 | 0.90 | 1.00 |
| 3 | 0.20 | 0.28 | 0.36 | 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.60 | 0.68 | 0.76 | 0.84 | 0.92 | 1.00 | 0.22 | 0.30 | 0.38 | 0.46 | 0.54 | 0.62 | 0.70 | 0.78 | 0.86 | 0.94 | 1.02 | 0.10 | 0.20 | 0.30 | 0.40 | 0.50 | 0.60 | 0.70 | 0.80 | 0.90 | 1.00 |
| 4 | 0.20 | 0.28 | 0.36 | 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.60 | 0.68 | 0.76 | 0.84 | 0.92 | 1.00 | 0.22 | 0.30 | 0.38 | 0.46 | 0.54 | 0.62 | 0.70 | 0.78 | 0.86 | 0.94 | 1.02 | 0.10 | 0.20 | 0.30 | 0.40 | 0.50 | 0.60 | 0.70 | 0.80 | 0.90 | 1.00 |
| 5 | 0.20 | 0.28 | 0.36 | 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.60 | 0.68 | 0.76 | 0.84 | 0.92 | 1.00 | 0.22 | 0.30 | 0.38 | 0.46 | 0.54 | 0.62 | 0.70 | 0.78 | 0.86 | 0.94 | 1.02 | 0.10 | 0.20 | 0.30 | 0.40 | 0.50 | 0.60 | 0.70 | 0.80 | 0.90 | 1.00 |
| 6 | 0.20 | 0.28 | 0.36 | 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.60 | 0.68 | 0.76 | 0.84 | 0.92 | 1.00 | 0.22 | 0.30 | 0.38 | 0.46 | 0.54 | 0.62 | 0.70 | 0.78 | 0.86 | 0.94 | 1.02 | 0.10 | 0.20 | 0.30 | 0.40 | 0.50 | 0.60 | 0.70 | 0.80 | 0.90 | 1.00 |
| 7 | 0.20 | 0.28 | 0.36 | 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.60 | 0.68 | 0.76 | 0.84 | 0.92 | 1.00 | 0.22 | 0.30 | 0.38 | 0.46 | 0.54 | 0.62 | 0.70 | 0.78 | 0.86 | 0.94 | 1.02 | 0.10 | 0.20 | 0.30 | 0.40 | 0.50 | 0.60 | 0.70 | 0.80 | 0.90 | 1.00 |
| 8 | 0.20 | 0.28 | 0.36 | 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.60 | 0.68 | 0.76 | 0.84 | 0.92 | 1.00 | 0.22 | 0.30 | 0.38 | 0.46 | 0.54 | 0.62 | 0.70 | 0.78 | 0.86 | 0.94 | 1.02 | 0.10 | 0.20 | 0.30 | 0.40 | 0.50 | 0.60 | 0.70 | 0.80 | 0.90 | 1.00 |
| 9 | 0.20 | 0.28 | 0.36 | 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.60 | 0.68 | 0.76 | 0.84 | 0.92 | 1.00 | 0.22 | 0.30 | 0.38 | 0.46 | 0.54 | 0.62 | 0.70 | 0.78 | 0.86 | 0.94 | 1.02 | 0.10 | 0.20 | 0.30 | 0.40 | 0.50 | 0.60 | 0.70 | 0.80 | 0.90 | 1.00 |
| 10 | 0.20 | 0.28 | 0.36 | 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.60 | 0.68 | 0.76 | 0.84 | 0.92 | 1.00 | 0.22 | 0.30 | 0.38 | 0.46 | 0.54 | 0.62 | 0.70 | 0.78 | 0.86 | 0.94 | 1.02 | 0.10 | 0.20 | 0.30 | 0.40 | 0.50 | 0.60 | 0.70 | 0.80 | 0.90 | 1.00 |

**Note:** Spectral data shown are actual spectra times 50. Rounding off the data may account for minor inconsistencies in data presented.
(a) Pencil controller.

Figure 1.- Photographs of controls.
(b) Toe pedals.

Figure 1.- Concluded.
Figure 2.- Force deflection characteristics of pilot controls.
Figure 3.- Pilot's display.
Figure 4.- Block diagram of primary pitch-attitude control task.

\[ y_c(s) = K_c \frac{(1 + T_\theta S)}{S \left[ \frac{S^2}{\omega_n^2} + \frac{2\xi S}{\omega_n} + 1 \right]} = 13.4 \frac{(1 + 2.3 S)}{S \left[ \frac{S^2}{11.25} + \frac{2(0.53)S}{3.35} + 1 \right]} \]
Figure 5.- Typical acceleration profile and associated control task performance (pilot B).
Figure 6.- Block diagram of equivalent compensatory system analyzed.
Figure 7.- Typical set of spectra (pilot C, 1 g).
Figure 7.- Continued.
Figure 7.- Continued.
Figure 7.- Continued.

(d) $\phi_{ee}$
Figure 7.- Continued

\( e \) \((\phi_1 \theta)_R\)
Figure 7.- Continued.
Figure 7—Continued.
Figure 7. Continued.
Figure 7.- Continued.
Figure 7.- Concluded.
(a) Input spectra.

Figure 8.- Comparison between actual and computed input spectra and vehicle transfer function.
Figure 8.- Concluded.
Figure 9.- Typical time history of tracking run (pilot C).
Figure 9.- Concluded.

(b) 7 g EBD
Figure 10.- Effects of acceleration on total task performance.
Figure 10.- Concluded.

(c) Pilot C.  

(d) Pilot D.
Figure 11.- Comparison of average total task performance with previous results.
Figure 12.— Effects of acceleration on component-task performance.
Figure 13.- Effects of acceleration on dynamic response of pilot A.

(a) Amplitude ratio, $Y_p$.
(b) Phase, $Y_p$.
(c) Linear correlation.
Figure 14.- Effects of acceleration on dynamic response of pilot B.

(a) Amplitude ratio, \( Y_p \).
(b) Phase, \( Y_p \).
(c) Linear correlation.
Figure 15.—Effects of acceleration on dynamic response of pilot C.

(a) Amplitude ratio, $Y_p$.
(b) Phase, $Y_p$.
(c) Linear correlation.
Figure 16.- Effects of acceleration on dynamic response of pilot D.
Figure 17. Average linear coherence and pilot control signal-to-noise ratio as a function of acceleration.
Figure 18.- Effects of acceleration on open-loop system response (pilot A).

(a) Amplitude ratio, $Y_{pY_c}$.

(b) Phase, $Y_{pY_c}$.
Figure 19.- Effects of acceleration on open-loop system response (pilot B).
Figure 20.- Effects of acceleration on open-loop system response (pilot C).

(a) Amplitude ratio, $Y_p Y_c$.

(b) Phase, $Y_p Y_c$. 
(a) Amplitude ratio, \( Y_p / Y_c \).

(b) Phase, \( Y_p / Y_c \).

Figure 21.- Effects of acceleration on open-loop system response (pilot D).
Figure 22.- Effects of acceleration on closed-loop system response (pilot A).
Figure 23.—Effects of acceleration on closed-loop system response (pilot B).
Figure 24.- Effects of acceleration on closed-loop system response (pilot C).
(a) Amplitude ratio, $Y_{CL}$.

(b) Phase, $Y_{CL}$.

Figure 25.- Effects of acceleration on closed-loop system response (pilot D).
Figure 26.- Effects of acceleration of open-loop crossover frequencies.
"The aeronautical and space activities of the United States shall be conducted so as to contribute . . . to the expansion of human knowledge of phenomena in the atmosphere and space. The Administration shall provide for the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination of information concerning its activities and the results thereof."

—National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958
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